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…Making matters. On so many levels. Make sure you make today.

View this email in your browser

Hi <<First Name>>
We hope things are going well for you. For us, life is fun and sometimes frantic!
Apparently, precious gems are created by being subject to a lot of heat and
pressure - so maybe it's good for us!

Makers Escape Montville 2018
Our 2nd Makers Escape in Montville was a brilliant three days of workshops,
great food, wonderful weather, lots of laughs, meaningful conversations, learning,
sharing and fun!
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It was an absolute delight for us to host 45 excited participants who shared in a
choice of 20 different workshops. One of the highlights for me was the panel
discussion on Friday night where we had four brief presentations on the topic
“Why making matters”, followed by a Q&A session. Insightful, and at times raw
and honest comments, allowed everyone to ponder on this important topic. One
of the most poignant comments was “Making is meditation for the fidgety soul.”
Fundraiser for The Prince Charles Hospital Foundation. We raffled a two night
stay at Altitude on Montville and raised $1250.00 for ground-breaking medical
research. We have put together a gallery of images to share with you some of the
special memories! Enjoy!

> Makers Escape Photos
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Mini Makers
With so much demand for Makers Escape, we would like to offer more “Escape”
opportunities.
After the event in Montville, so many people commented on how “blissful” it was
to have a complete change of scenery and to focus on making! This again
highlighted how important it is to take a break, connect with like-minded people
and mix-up the routine a little!!
We have a few ideas in the melting pot, but one of
the simplest ones for us to duplicate is a lower-key
Brisbane-based two day/one night escape over a
weekend. This event could be either residential or
non-residential giving people the option of going
home for the night if that is easier . . . for their
family circumstances or their budget.
We’d love an event that has a stronger focus on
stitching…both machine and hand, with the opportunity for people to work on
some unfinished projects or to learn new skills. How would you rate this?
Is a Mini Makers a good idea?
(Click on a link below to have your say)

> Nope
> Sounds Interesting
> Sign me up!

My new dress!
My finished Rushcutter Dress from
@inthefolds
I stitched this for Makers Escape
Montville but ran out of time to post it
before then!
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I used a very soft denim and reversed it for the yoke and sleeves as shown.
The detailing is as follows (and this varies a bit from the pattern, but that’s OK...
that is the fun of sewing for yourself, right?):
exposed self bias around the neck with the raw edges so that they will fray
slightly when washed
button opening on the back instead of a zip
turn back cuffs using a fabric recycled from a Veronica Maine top I was no
longer wearing
lots of top-stitching (I love top stitching)
top of side pockets trimmed with more upcycled fabrics
more chunky buttons
hem faced with more upcycled fabric.
I cut the pattern longer because I am tall but now it is finished and I’ve worn it
twice, I think it is too long... I’ll shorten it by about 4or 5cm.
This dress went together really well and I am happy with the line of it. I made a
toile of the bodice to check the fit...I wanted to sew the size Small but I have wide
shoulders and needed to know it would sit OK. In the end I used the Medium
yoke/sleeves and graded it back to fit the rest of the dress cut as a size Small.
I’ll definitely make this again...I think it will make a great winter staple and I’ll
probably make it as a top too!! It is super comfy to wear and the very deep
pockets are fun!!! And the necklace... an oldie but a goodie... gifted by a friend for
my birthday nearly 10 years ago!
To give us an idea of what you think - would you mind clicking on a number in our
poll?
If this was a workshop would you attend?
lowest 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 highest
Sorry, voting is closed.
(1 = No way! and 10 = Just tell me when and I'm there!)

Perth - we are
heading your way!
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WA…brace yourself! We are heading West!
At this stage our early planning has us running lampshade workshops in Perth
and/or Fremantle on the weekend of Saturday 29 Sept and Sunday 30 Sept! As
we firm up the details, we’ll let you know!

New Floor to Studio #1
We have a new floor! We pulled up the floating floor in our main studio in January
after a small flood caused by a burst flexi-hose under the kitchen sink (in an
adjoining room).
Last weekend Maurice laid the new floor and it is looking fabulous!!! Everything
had to come out of the studio, so we have taken the opportunity to have a bit of a
sort out and change around. It’s going to look great…check it all out next time you
visit!!

Home Collective
Sunday 3 June is our next
appearance at The Home Collective.
This unique quarterly market is
focussed exclusively on homewares.
It is a treasure trove of beautiful
things for your home and garden.
Come say “Hi!”
Sunday 3 June 9.00am - 1.00pm
Wavell Heights Community Hall,
175 Edinburgh Castle Road, Wavell
Heights
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Brisbane Stitches and Craft
Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre
Thursday 7 - Sunday 10 June 2018.
9.00am - 5.00pm everyday
You'll find us at stand F06. Julie will be running a
free "How to make a drum lampshade" workshop
every day at 2pm.
We’re a bit excited to be participating in the Stitches and Craft Fair this year. You’ll
find us there for four days chatting about and making lampshades. We’ll have
plenty of kits available for sale!!
The event is being run in conjunction with and adjacent to the Scrapbook and
Papercraft Expo and one entry ticket gets you into both events.
Come along and get inspired!

How Creativity Improves Mental Health
Found this article by Charles Benayon CEO Aspiria Corp in Canada. It makes for
very interesting reading and totally endorses the pursuit of being involved with
creative pursuits.
Article: How creativity improves mental health and wellness/

Next Workshops
Lampshades
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Friday Morning 15 June - Brisbane
Friday Evening 15 June - Brisbane
Sunday 17 June - Brisbane
Friday 29 June - Brisbane
Sunday 8 July - Brisbane
Friday 20 July - Brisbane
Sew Your Own Project

Thursday Evenings: 28 June and 5, 19, 26 July and 2 August
Friday Mornings: 1, 22 June and 6, 20 July and 3 August
No Sew Bench Seat
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Saturday 23 June
Tote Bag

Sunday 24 June
Basic Upholstery
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Saturday 30 June
Introduction to Crochet

Saturday 30 June
Bed Head - Piped and Buttoned

Saturday 7 July
Learn to Sew
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Saturday 15 July
Shibori Indigo Dyeing

Saturday 21 July
Pyjama Sewing Party
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Sunday 22 July
Shibori Open Vat

Sunday 22 July
Ottoman

Saturday 4 August
Baskets from the Garden
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Saturday 22 September

Have a wonderfully creative month and we hope to see you at a workshop soon. :-)
Love
Julie and Maurice
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